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Abstract. Vector-valued pseudo almost periodic functions are defined and their properties 
are investigated. The vector-valued functions contain many known functions as special 
cases. A unique decomposition theorem is given to show that a vector-valued pseudo almost 
periodic function is a sum of an almost periodic function and an ergodic perturbation. 
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In [13, 14], we defined and in. :_ rigated the space of numerical pseudo almost pe-
riodic functions, which is a new generalization of the almost peridic functions; as for 
the space of almost periodic functions and some of its generalizations, pseudo almost 
periodic functions have many applications in the theory of differential equations. In 
this paper, we deal with vector-valued pseudo almost periodic functions. 
Throughout this paper, X denotes a Banach space and JJa stands for [a, oo) when 
a £ U and for U when a = — oo; C(Jfa, X) denotes the space of all bounded continuous 
functions from J a to X. Also, m denotes Lebesgue measure on (R. 
Definition 1. A subset P of Jfa is said to be relatively dense in J a if there exists 
a number / > 0 such that 
[ t , t T / ] n P # 0 (te Ja). 
Definition 2. A closed subset C of JJa is said to be an ergodic zero set in JIa if 
m(Cn[a , t])/(t-a) -> 0 as t -> oo (m(Cn[-t,t])/2t -* 0 as t -> oo, when a = -oo) . 




Proposition 3. Let C be an ergodic zero set in JJa. Then for any S > 0 and 
L > 0, there exists an interval (u,v) C JJa with the properties that v — u> L and 
m(Cr\ (u,v)) < 6. 
P r o o f . If such a (u,v) does not exist, one sees readily that lim inf m(C n 
[a,t])/t ^ S/2L (lim inf m(C n [-t,t])/2t ^ 6/2L when a = -oo) . D 
t—too 
Proposition 4. Let P be relatively dense in JJa and let C be an ergodic zero set 
in JJa. Then for any given interval [c, d] C U and 6 > 0, there exist (u,v) C JJa and 
T e P such that 
[c,d] + T C (u,v), 
and 
m(C D (u,v)) < 6. 
P r o o f . Let / > 0 be the number for P as in Definition 1 and let L = I + (d — c). 
By Proposition 3, there exists an interval (u, v) C JJa such that m(Cn(u, v)) < 6 and 
L < v — u. Since we can assume that u — c E JJa, we can choose T E [u — c, u — c+l]C\P. 
Ifte [c,d\, 
U<C + T^t + T^d + T^d + U — C + l < V, 
that is, [c, d] + r C (u, v). D 
Definition 5. A function / E C(JJa,K) is said to be pseudo almost periodic if for 
each e > 0, there are a number 5 > 0, a relatively dense subset P(e) of JJa, and an 
ergodic zero subset C£ of JJa such that 
(1) | | / (0 - fit + T)\\<6 (T E P(S), t,t + TGJSa\ Ce), 
and 
(2) \\f(tf)-f(t")\\<e (t',t"GSa\C£, \t'-t"\<6). 
VAV($a,X) will denote the set of all pseudo almost periodic functions from JJa to 
X and VAV0($a,X) is defined to be the set of all the functions / E C(JJa,K) with 
the property that 1/t /o* | | /(x)| | dx -> 0 as t -> oo (l/2tj
t_t \\f(x)\\ dx -> 0 as t -> oo, 
when a = - co) . 
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Remarks 6. Under some restrictions on a and Ce in Definition 5, the functions 
defined there reduce to familar ones which have been extensively investigated. For 
example, 
(1) when a = - c o , so J a = R, and C£ = 0, VAV(R,X) = AV(U,X), the space 
of almost periodic functions [1, 3, 4, 5, 8]. 
(2) when a = 0 and C£ = 0, VAV(hX) = SAV(So), the space of strongly 
almost periodic functions [2, 6]. 
(3) when a = 0 and CE is bounded, VAV($o,£) = AV($o), the space of almost 
periodic functions [2, 6]. 
(4) when a G R and Ce is bounded, VAV($a,X) = AAV($a,X), the space of 
asymptotically almost periodic functions [10, 11, 12]. 
In all the cases mentioned in Remarks 6, (2) in Definition 5 is a consequence of 
(1). However, we will show in Example 14 that (2) is independent of (1). 
The proofs of the following two propositions are straightforward, we omit them. 
Proposition 7. A function <p G C(Ja ,K) is in VAVo($a,X) if and only if, for 
e > 0, the set CE = {t G J a : 11̂ (011 ^
 £} JS a n ergodic zero set in J a . 
n 
Proposition 8. Let C{, i = 1,2,. . . , n, be ergodic zero sets. Then C = \J C{ is 
also an ergodic zero set in J a . 
Let g e C(U,X) and let e > 0. Set 
P(e) = {T G R: \\g(t) - g(t + r) | | < e for all t G R}. 
Then, from Remark 6 (1), g G AV(R,X) if and only if P(e) is relatively dense in R. 
If g G AV(U,X) and <p G VAV0($a,X), set / = g\^ +(p. Then / G VAV($a,X). 
For, the almost periodicity of g implies that there is a relatively dense subset 
P(e/3) C R such that 
\\g(t)-g(t + T)\\<£- (teU, reP(e/3)). 
The uniform continuity of g [5, Theorem 6.2] implies that there is a number 6 > 0 
such that 
lls(0-<?(<")II < § (f,*"€R, | t ' - t " |<*) -
Set 
Ce = {teJa:\\<p(t)\\>l}; 
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by Proposition 7, C£ is an ergodic zero set of JJa. Now it is easy to show that / 
satisfies Definition 5. 
The next theorem shows the converse: any function / G VAP($a, X) has a unique 
decomposition like this. As in [13], we will call g the almost periodic component and 
(p the ergodic perturbation respectively of / . Before stating the theorem, we need 
the following lemmas. 
Lemma 9. Let P be relatively dense in JJa and let C be an ergodic zero set in 
JJa. ForeachT e P, set BT = {t e R: t + T e CU(R\JIa)} (BT = {teU: t + T e C) 
when a = — ooj and 
(3) B=f]BT. 
reP 
Then m(B) = 0. 
P r o o f . To show that m(B) = 0, it suffices to show that for any interval 
[c, d\ C R and S > 0, m([c, d\ n B) < 6. Note that t e R \ B if and only if there is a 
T e P such that t + T e JJa \ C. By Proposition 4, there exist (u, v) C JTa and r G P 
such that 
[c,d\+T C (u,v), 
and 
m(Cn(u,v)) < S. 
This means that m([c, d\C\B) <5. • 
Lemma 10. Let P be relatively dense in J[a, let C be an ergodic zero set in 
JTa, and let U G R, i = 1,2,..., n. Then for any 5 > 0, there exist a r G P and a 
At e [0,6) such that U + At + r G JJa \ C, i = 1 ,2, . . . , n. 
P r o o f . Suppose that ii ^ f2 ^ • • • ^ ^n- Consider the interval [t\,tn + 6\. 
Proposition 4 shows that there exist an interval (u,v) C J a and a r G P such that 
[1-1, tn + 6} + T C (u, v) and ra((u, v)dC) < S/n. Set 
and 
n 
1 = 1 
Since m(Fi) < m ( ( u , i i ) n C ) , i = 1,2,... ,n, m(F) <S. Therefore [ O , * ) \ F / 0 . We 
can choose A£ G [0, 5) \ F as required. • 
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We are now going to prove the main result of the paper. Since the result for 
R = §_00 is a simple corollary of that for JJa, a G R (see Remark 12 (3)), we will 
discuss only the latter. 
Theorem 11. A function f G C(Ja ,K) is pseudo almost periodic if and only if 
there is a unique function g G AP(U, X) such that f - g\j G VAVo($a,X). 
P r o o f . We only need to show the only if part. 
Choose a sequence of positive numbers {sn} decreasing to zero. Let 6n, P(en/7) 
and Cn be for en as in Definition 5. For P(en/7) and Cn , we have Bn C R from 
(3) of Lemma 9 with m(Bn) = 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
Cn C C n + i for all n G N since we can replace C n + i by Cn U Cn+i, which still 
satisfies Definitions 2 and 5. Set Q(en) = P(en/7)VJP'(en/7), where P'(en/7) = {r: 
- r G P(en/7)}. Q(en) is relatively dense in R. 
In the proof of Lemma 9, we pointed out that for each t G R \ Bn, we can choose 
a Tn,t G P(en/7) such that t + Tnj G Jfa \ Cn . Define a function fn on R \ Bn by 
(4) /n(t) = /(« + Tn,t). 
fn is well-defined on R \ Bn. 
Set 
CO 
B = |J Bn. 
n = l 
Since m(Bn) = 0, n = 1,2,..., m(B) = 0. 
We will show that the sequence {/n} converges uniformly to a function g G 
AP(U, X) on R \ B. First of all, we show that each fn satisfies 
(5) \\fn(t)-fn(t + T)\\ <Sn, (TeQ(sn), t,t + TeU\Bn) 
and 
(6) | | /n(f) - /n(<")|| < en, (t',t" GU\Bn, \t' - t"\ < Sn). 
We show (6) first. According to (4), 
(7) | | / n ( 0 " /n(<")|| = | |/(*' + Tn,V) - f{t" + Tn,t»)H, 
where t' 4- rnji/, t" -f- rn^/t G J a \ Cn . Lemma 10, along with the facts that Cn is 
closed and / is continuous at t' + rn,*', £" + rn>t// E J a \ C n , implies that there are a 
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T € P(en/7) and At € [0,5n) such that 
t' + Tn<t< + At + r, t" + r„,t< +At + T, 
t" + At + T, t" + r„,t» + At + r, 
*' + T„,t- + At, t" + Tnr + At <E Sa \ Ce 
and 
( g ) ll/(t-' + T„,.0 - f(t' + Tn,v + At)\\ < e„/7, 
||/(«" + T„,t») - /(*" + r„,t» + At)|| < e„/7. 
It follows from (1), (2) and (8) that 
ll/(*' + T„,.0-/(*" + T„,t»)|| 
<ll /(t ' + T„. t0-/(« ' + T„,t.+A0H 
+ ||/(*' + T„,t. + At) - f(t' + T„,t. + At + T)| | 
+ ||/(jj + T„,t- + At + r) - /(«" + T„,t. + At + r) | | 
(9) + || f(t" + T„,t. + At + r) - /(t" + At + r)|| 
+ ||/(t" + At + r) - f(t" + T„,t« + At + r)|| 
+ ||/(<" + T„,t» + At + r) - f(t" + T„,t» + At)|| 
+ ||/(t" + T„ , t »+At) - / ( t " + r„,t»)|| 
< £ „ • 
Similarly, we can show (5) in the case that r € P(en/7) and t, t + r € IR \ £?n. 
I f r e P'(e„/7) and t , t + r € R \ B n , set T = t + r and r ' = - r . Then r ' G P(e„/7) 
and t = T + r ' . Therefore 
||/„(t) - /„(* + T)| | = ||/„(T) - fn(T + T')\\ < en. 
Now we show that the sequence {/n} converges uniformly on R \ B. In fact, for 
teU\B, by (4) fm(t) = f(t + Tmtt) and fn(t) = / (* + rn , t) . where * + rm, t G J a \ C m 
and t + Tnj G JSa\ Cn. Say, m > n, so Cm D Cn and J a \ C m C j a \ Cn . Note that 
£n > £m- In (9)5 replace £', £" by £, rn^' and Tn^< by Tm^ and Tn,t respectively, and 
£n by £m , and choose r G P(e m /7) ; we get 
ll/m(*) - /n (Oil = ll/(* + Tm,.) - / (* + T„,t)|| 
(10) 4em . 3e„ 
< — + — < £ « • 
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Thus there is a function g on U\B such that fn -> g uniformly on IR \ 5 as n -roo. 
For e > 0, we choose j 0 such that SjQ < e/5 and 
(ii) hit)- fj0(t)\\ < I (teR\B). 
Now we show three assertions. 
(i) If a sequence {tn} C R \ B is Cauchy, so is {g(tn)}. For, by (6) and (11) 
\\9(tn) -9(tm)\\ ^ \\9(tn) - fjo(tn)\\ + \\fjo(tn) ~ fjo(tm)\\ 
+ ll/io(*m)-p(*m)|| <e. 
This implies that g is continuous on R \ B and extends uniquely to R by continuity, 
(ii) g G AV(U,X). By (5) and (11) one can similarly show that, for all £ G R and 
reQ(ejo), 
\\9(t)-9(t + r)\\ 
^ \\g(t) - g(t + At)\\ + \\g(t + At) - fj0(t + At)\\ 
+ \\fjo(t + At) - fjo(t + At + T)\\ + \\fjo(t + At + T)- g(t + At + T)\\ 
+ \\g(t + At + T)-g(t + T)\\ < £ , 
where, as before, a small number At > 0 is chosen such that t + At, t + At + T € R\£?, 
\\g(t)-g(t+At)\\ < e/5, and \\g(t+T)-g(t+At+T)\\ < e/5. Since Q(ejo) is relatively 
dense in R, g eAV(R,X). 
(hi) / - g|j G VAV0($a, X). In fact, if x G JJa \ (Cjo U B), then by (1), (4) and 
(11) 
\\f(x)~g(x)\\ ^ \\f(x) - / i 0(x) | | + \\fj0(x) - g(x)\\ 
= \\f(x)-f(x + Tj0,x)\\ + \\fJQ(x)-g(x)\\ 
< e. 
Set M0 = sup ||/(5) — g(s)||, it follows from the inequality above that when t is 
s€J« 
sufficiently large 
7 f\\f{x)-g{x)\\Ax^-Ut-a)e+ [ \\f(x) - g(x)\\ dx) 
1 J a l L JCJQUBn[a,t] ) 
^ -{(t-a)e + M0m(CJQ UBn[a,t])} < 2e, 
because m(Cj0 D [a, t])/t ->> 0 as t -» 00 and m(B) = 0. 
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Finally, the decomposition is unique. Note that, for g G AV(U,X), g\} G 
VAVo(h,X) & | |g | J f t(-) | | G VAVo(h,C) *> \\g(.)\\ G VAVo(U) & g = 0, where 
\\g(-)\\ is the function t G U -> ||g(0ll- Therefore if there are two functions Gi, 
g2 G AV(U,X) such that / - # | J a G TM/^G-UX), i = 1,2, then 9l\Ja - a2 |^ G 
TMPotfa,-*). So^i = a2. 
The proof is complete. • 
As a consequence of Theorem 11, we have 
VAV(Sa, X) = AV(U, X) 0 VAVo(h, X). 
In case X = C, we will omit Â  from our notation and write, for example, VAV($a) 
iorVAV(3a,X). 
Remarks 12. (1) and (2) are known decomposition theorems; we have them 
as corollaries of Theorem 11. 
(1) For a function / G AV(h) (as in Remark 6 (3)), it is known that / = g\ +</?, 
where g G AV(U) and (/?: JJa —•> C is continuous and has limit of zero when 
t —> oo; see, for example, [2, 4.3.14]. 
(2) For a function / G AAV($a,X) (as in Remark 6 (4)), it is shown in [10, 
Theorem 3.4] and [12] that f = g\3 + <p, where g G AV(U,X) and <p: 
J a -» X is continuous and vanishes at oo. 
(3) When the functions of (1) and (2) in Remarks 6 are scalar-valued, there is 
no essential difference between them because by Theorem 11 each function 
of type (2) has a unique extension a function of type (1). 
R e m a r k 13. Let W7lC(h,X) be the space of vector-valued weakly almost 
periodic functions with totally bounded ranges. It follows from [7, Theorem 4.17] 
and [9, Theorem 7] that / is in WJlC(h,X) if and only if / = O|Jo + ip, where 
g G AV(U,X) and <p G WRCo(h,X), the space of 'flight vectors', those members 
of W7ZC($o,X) that have 0 in the weak closure of the set of translates. With a 
proof similar to that of Corollary 4.19 in [7], one can show that W7lCo($o,X) C 
VAV0(h,X). Thus, WRC(h,X) c VAV(h,X). 
Now we give an example to show that (2) is independent of (1) in Definition 5. 
Example 14. For n ^ 4, define a function / on [n,n + 1) as follows: 
- 1 Z 1 7 ^ ( * - n ) + l, t€[n,n+I), 
/(«) = 
-{t-n) +1/2, < G [ n + i , n + i ) , 
0, * e [ n + § , n + l - - - f - : ) , 
( n + l ) [ í - ( n + ! - - £ - - ) ] , ť € [ n + l - - 4 - ; , n + l ) . 
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The graph of the function / in each interval [n, n -f 1) consists of four segments, and 
/ : [4, oo) -> [0,1] is continuous. For each e > 0, set P(e) = {n: n = 4,5, . . .} and 
Ce = [4,4 + 1/4] U { (J [n - l / n , n + 1/n]}; then the function / satisfies all the 
^ n=5 J 
conditions in Definition 5 except (2) since 
(12) lim / ( n + l /n) = - , while f(n - 1/n) = 0, n = 5 ,6 , . . . . 
n—>oo 2 
(12) also shows that the function / can not have a decomposition as in Theorem 11. 
The following theorem comes directly from Definition 5 
Theorem 15. VAV($a,X) is a Banach space. 
Theorem 16. Let fi G VAV(la, X), i = 1,2,.. . , n. For each e > 0, there are a 
S > 0, a relatively dense subset P(e) of Jfa. and an ergodic zero subset C£ of$a such 
that for i = 1,2,... ,n, 
(13) \\fi(t) - fi(t + T)\\<S ( r E P(e), M + r G J a \ Ce), 
and 
(14) W ) - / * ( * " ) . ! <* (*',*" € J f l \ ^ | t ' - t " | < * ) -
P r o o f . We know from Theorem 11 that fi = gt|j 4- <pi, where g; G ̂ ^ ( R , X) 
and </?; G 'P.XT^oUa,^-"), i — l , 2 , . . . , n . Therefore there exists a relatively dense 
subset P(e) of J a from [5, Proof of Theorem 6.9] such that for i = 1,2,.. . , n 
HgzW - </;(* + r) | | < e/3 (t G R, r G P(e)). 
Since an almost periodic function is uniformly continuous on R [5, Theorem 6.2], 
there exists a S > 0 such that 
llfl.(f) - S.(*")ll < e/3 (t = 1,2,..., n, |f - t"\ < 8). 
Set d = {t€ J a : II^.WII > e / 3 } , i = l , 2 , . . . , n a n d 
C,=u Ci. 
1 = 1 
By Propositions 7 and 8, C£ is an ergodic zero set in JJa. The proof is finished. • 
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